Notes: Earth Science Walking Tour of the DM Campus

You have the privilege of attending high school on a historic campus. Today, we’ll walk around our grounds to observe examples of Earth Science in your everyday world, and for you to learn more about the history of the buildings and property where you spend so much time.

In the spaces below, make notes of what you see and hear. Pay attention to what Dr. Passow says, as well as to comments made by your classmates. For Monday, you should write a 1 – 2 page essay summarizing what you have learned, and add any other pertinent comments. (For example, you can compare this campus with other places you know.)

1) Getting Oriented
   Maps and compass information

2) The Weather
   Time ______________________    Dry bulb _________________ Wet bulb _________________
   Rel. Hum. _________________    Dew Point _________________ Wind _________________
   Clouds ________________________________________________________________________

3) The Buildings
4) Sidewalks and driveways

5) Miller’s Pond

6) Other Notes